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Precaution and medical measures
We will not let you down: With products from PONGS® you are up to the challenge.

Makeshift mouth-nose mask
Four different models available
100% cotton, washable up to 95°, without certification
Type A, B and C with the Antibac hygiene protection on request
Also with individual logo or motif printing 

Type A

Type C

Type B

Type D
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Precaution and medical measures
We will not let you down: With products from PONGS® you are up to the challenge.

Makeshift mouth-nose mask for children
100% cotton, washable up to 95°, not certified
Colors: white/ blue or white/ pink

PONGS® muslin fabrics
Ideal for producing makeshift mouth and nose masks
Available with antibacterial finish on request

Standard Muslin Cotton
100% cotton, 145 g/m2

Different widths 150 - 500 cm
Colors: white and raw white

Muslin 4x16 Cotton
100% cotton, 200 g/m2

Different widths 220 - 500 cm
Colors: white and raw white
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Display with integrated disinfection
Hygiene stand for quick hand disinfection
Individually printable and backlit on request
Disinfectant container (capacity 1000 ml)
Flexible use e.g. at supermarket and hospital entrances, doctor‘s surgeries, fruit and 
vegetable counters or public places with increased hygiene requirements.

Display for information and measures
Mobile display as a guide for hygiene and protective measures.
Individually printable and backlit on request 
Flexible use e.g. at supermarket and hospital entrances, in doctor‘s surgeries, schools 
and other public facilities with an increased need for hygiene and precautionary measures.

Textiles for mobile tents
Outdoor textiles by PONGS®: SUNTEX® I, SUNTEX® II and Artist Mambo®

Ideally suited for production of medical emergency and hospital tents, mobile drive-in test 
stations, temporary tent structures
Weatherproof, UV and dimensionally stable, individually printable


